HEAVENLY ANGELS CHILDCARE
(515) 988-1339
I am so grateful for all of my wonderful families and your continued patience. As I reflect
on last year, I remember some wonderful times with your kiddies, and some that are no
longer with us and even my newcomers. I look forward to the upcoming spring and summer
activities. It will be great when we can get outside in our shorts and swimming suits. I am
sure that continued patience will be required as the rainy season heads our way.
I am also requesting that all parents provide a complete change of clothes for their
children as we begin to venture outdoors. :)

CREAM CHEESE BAGEL
BUTTERFLIES RECIPE
*3 cups strawberries, sliced & divided
*6 tbsp cream cheese
*3 whole wheat bagels
1. Cut each bagel in half.
2. Reserve 1 1/2 cups strawberries for side
serving. Also, set aside 24 strawberry slices
to make the "butterflies".
3. Place the remaining strawberries and the
cream cheese into a blender. Pulse just a
few times to make strawberry cream
cheese.
4. Spread 1 tbsp of cream cheese on each
bagel half.
5. Arrange slices of strawberries to look like
a butterfly.
6. Serve the remaining sliced strawberries
on the side.

ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN
Candy-Worm Wiggle
In small groups, give children a bag of
candy worms and a plate. Have them sort
their worms into color piles on the plate.
Remind them not to eat the worms. For
fun, ask them if they can see their worms
wiggle. Once all sorting is done, discuss
and compare plates. After given new
worms (to eat), ask them if the colors taste
different.
Squishy City
Spend a wet spring day playing outside.
Make sure they have a change of clothes,
but encourage them to play in mud. Ask
them to build a "mud city" & incorporate
nature while building, using twigs,
branches, and leaves!

IMPORTANT DATES:
*$5 Family Night @ Science Center of Iowa
-04/12/2019 (5pm - 8pm)
*Easter @ Everywhere
-04/21/2019
*Annual Easter Egg Hunt @ Colby Park
-04/20/2019 (9am - 930am)

No scheduled
Heavenly Angels
Closings!!!

Spring is in the air!!!!
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